
REFLECTION ON MY DEVELOPMENT DURING THIS PROGRAMME 
 

REFLECTIVE JOURNAL 
 
This Reflective Journal is a useful means for your language and professional development. 
Please take a moment to reflect personally on the programme and write a few lines everyday on 
your thoughts. 
 
Possible areas of reflection: My professional development today, Language Development, 
Cultural understanding, Participation in and Understanding of Debates, Talks, Group Work, 
Sharing of Expertise and Building of Future Partnerships (Dissemination Strategies), etc.  

 
 
NAME:  FRANCESCA MALARBY  Country: ITLAY 
 
 
Date: 2018 The 4th of March 
 
The First thought I’ve focused on and that give me the opportunity to reflexion is 
the importance to enter in contact with different people, cultures and 
experiences and the professional growth  that this permit. In only 3 Hours I’ve 
met interesting people that give me the opportunity of growing in my live and 
only talking whit them, I’ve changed my point of view and my approach to 
learning. 
 
KEY WORD OF TODAY IS “ DON’T BE SCARED TO COMPARE YOUR 
THOUGHT” 
 
 
Date: 2018 The 5th of March 
 
Today I’ve learned many aspect of Spanish history and geography thanks to the 
dissemination of Spanish education system, this is an example of integrated 
learning. Thanks to this, today I’m able to compare Italian and Spanish system 
of education, an understand strengths and weaknesses. One of the interesting 
aspects is the flexibility of Spanish system of education and the particular 
attention in special education need that consider not only  “difficulty” but Also 
gifted student; this is an Important food to thought for a good practice at school.  
 
KEY WORD OF TODAY IS “INTEGRATED LEARNING” 
 
 
Date: 2018 the 6th of March 
 
It was very interesting visit in a secondary school that give me the opportunity to 
live, and not only read on a book of theory of management,  the importance of a 
good LEADERSHIP. I see whit my eyes, and I breath myself the good 
atmosphere of emphatic relationships that the Headmaster builds whit all 
people who work in the school day by day; I’ve felt  that the school, is really the 
school of all; A school in which,  teachers, headmaster, student, attendants and 
parents; work exclusively on the interest of the goal of the student.  



 
KEY WORD OF TODAY IS:   “LEADERSHIP AND COMMUNICATION AT 
LEAST” 
 
 
Date: 2018 The 7th of March 
 
Today I’ve touched whit my hands the importance to practice what you are 
learning and study. During my visit I make attention to didactic methodology of 
all teacher and I find it focused on the motivation of the students through the 
practice of “learning by doing” ; all student was very motivated and interested in 
practice their task. Another important element of today is the care taken in all 
learning spaces; I find it structured to motive student and teacher, all areas are 
very well organized to motive and make happy to learn and teach. 
KEY WORD OF TODAY IS: “DOING WHAT YOU WHANT TO LEARN” 
 
 
 
Date: 2018 The 07th of March 
 
Like in Italy the educational system is supported by two differents kinds of 
schools Private and public schools. Today I’have learned more about private 
schools, I’ve finded its organization not very flexible like a public schools and a 
little elitist school.  Teachers use all similar didactic methodology (traditional 
methodology) and the students come from middle-hight class social families. 
Good school but differents approach to didactic. 
 
KEY WORDS OF TODAY IS: PUBLIC AND PRIVATE FIND THE  
DIFFERENCES 
 
 
 
Date: 2018 the 8th  of March 
 
Today we can have an example of how the combination of different cultures  
make possible  a biggest thinks; the cathedral/Meskita of Cordoba. 
 
KEY WORD OF TODAY IS: LET’S WORK FOR AN INTEGRATED CULTURE 
 
 
Date: 2018 the 9th of March 
  
Today I’m reflecting in the importance of the policy of education for a each State. 
How Government apply and rule the policy in Education is very important for the 
future of new generation and to giving to youth a good opportunity for the future 
based on non discrimination, seems like opportunity girls/boy, poor and rich. I’m 
disseminated this aspects in Spain and in particular in Andalusia, and I can 
comparate with Italian systems. 
 
KEY WORD FOR TODAY IS: “ EDUCATION POLICY” 



 
A final overview of my experience in this European training programme: 
 
  Very enrichment experience for my life and my work, I come back home with 
many think on my head, on my eyes, on my hears. I want to share my 
experience whit my colleagues and whit my students. I think that it’s very 
important to live this kind of experience as a citizen of UE because we really 
help to give a sensemaking to be part of UE. The course it has been  higher 
then my prospective. I’m growing thanks to it. 


